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Executive Summary1  
 
Recommendations 
 
The goal of this engagement was to craft a strategic vision to ensure that the Bradford Creek Public 
Golf Course is managed and operated in an efficient and cost effective manner that will allow for 
the facility’s long-term financial viability.  To this end, the strategic vision was designed to enable 
the facility to be operationally self-sufficient (operational costs covered by operational revenues).   
 
While it would be ideal for the facility to generate the financial resources necessary to cover capital 
needs, estimated at $130,000 annually, it was recognized that some level of City investment in 
capital improvements would likely be required. 
 
The Bradford Creek Public Golf Course is an asset with an estimated value of $3.2 million.  While 
the course has cumulatively generated revenues in excess of operational expenditures since 2004, 
it does have a cumulative loss exceeding $900,000 due to debt service payments associated with 
purchasing the course.  Though financially challenged, the facility is deemed by golfers within the 
community as the superior local public golf course and is shown below:   
 

 
 
It is the conclusion of this report that the long-term viability of the Bradford Creek Public Golf 
Course is achievable if the following three recommendations are implemented: 
 

1) Staffing is realigned to recognize the seasonal nature of the business, the skills and interest 
of the existing staff, and the need to retain a general manager skilled in the business of golf 
with an emphasis on marketing, yield management, customer service and leadership. 

                                                 
1 Note:  The Executive Summary, at 25 pages, is excessively long, and we apologize for that.  It is our experience that a reader will 
read only this portion of the business plan.  Because it is essential to understand the foundation for the recommendations, the 
Executive Summary is longer than desired. 
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2) Golfers acknowledge their responsibility for paying fair market value for the experience 
provided by supporting an increase in green fees. 

3) A capital investment of $400,000 is made by the City to bring the golf course in-line with 
current industry standards.  This investment will fund bunker renovation, strategic tree 
removal and reduction of maintainable turf initiatives.  

If one were to view this asset as a small component of the City’s resources from merely a 
financial perspective, the greatest return to the City will result from the sale of the asset.  
However, that alternative is likely to be politically unpopular for many reasons, including 
resistance from golfers, deviation from the mission of Recreation and Parks Department to 
provide a value-based leisure activity to the citizens, and the recognition that the original 
acquisition was ill-advised. 
 
Privatization is another option as the employee benefits exceed 40% of base salary.  However, it 
is unlikely that a quality operator would be attracted to manage Bradford Creek due to the many 
factors addressed herein. 
 
Thus, should any of these recommendations not be achieved, one could quickly reach the 
conclusion that the golf course is not operationally sustainable without general fund support. 
 
The conclusions reached were that the Greenville market is oversupplied, the course is poorly 
located, the demographics conducive to golf are weak, the number of playable days suggests 
that the scheduling of staff could be changed, technology is not being used effectively, the 
financial benchmarks are consistent with industry averages and suggest that significant savings 
in reduction of expenses is not available, and that customer service could be enhanced, since 
customer loyalty is neutral. 
 
However, framed within these three recommendations, this report provides numerous 
suggestions to create a value-based golfer experience on a foundation that is fiscally 
sustainable.   
 
The Puzzling Truths about a Golf Course and Bradford Creek 
 
There are 7 fundamental principles that govern the management of a golf course that City 
Council, City Management, Staff, Golfers and Taxpayers would benefit from understanding.  

 
1) A golf course facility is a “small business” that, at a municipal golf course, averages 

nationally slightly over $1 million in annual revenue.  Bradford Creek brings in slightly under 
the median. 
 

2) A golf course is a living organism that requires constant reinvestment, since each of its 12 
principal components (such as greens, tees, bunkers, irrigation system, and more) has a 
predictable life cycle.  Annually, in addition to $500,000 in normal maintenance, $130,000 
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needs to be expended or invested in reserves to replace those assets to ensure the fiscal 
sustainability of the golf course.  Because so little has been invested in the golf course, 
deferred capital expenditures are approaching $2 million. 

 
3) A golf course is managed by the intersection of farmers, short-order cooks, teachers, and 

retail merchandisers.  Services are largely provided by low-paid, seasonal workers hired to 
fill a short-term need.  Employees at a golf course are attracted by the game of golf and 
usually have few skills, training, or interest in the business of golf.  Leadership, marketing, 
and focus on the details of the business are areas that need improvement. 

 
4) Nationally, golfers average 41.5 years of age with a median household income of 

$85,800, and nearly 80% are Caucasian and 78% male.  The customers of the Bradford 
Creek Golf Course average 47.82 years of age, have median household income of 
$88,285, and are 86% male.  Golf appeals to only 6.5% of the population within a 30-
mile radius of Bradford Creek. 
 

5) Golfers experience 13 potential customer touch points on the assembly line of golf.  Their 
experience and loyalty is largely determined by the employees who are paid the least.  
Bradford Creek offers only five customer touch points. 

 
6) Ninety percent of all golfers reside or work within 30 minutes of a golf course.  Fifteen 

percent of a course’s golfers generate 60% of its annual revenue.  The typical golf course 
has only 6,000 distinct customers each year, and those golfers generate the 30,000 
rounds played.  Bradford Creek is not utilizing its currently installed technology properly, 
and it is thus not possible to identify the distinct number of customers who play 24,000 
rounds per year there. 

 
7) Customer loyalty to a course occurs when the experience received equals or exceeds the 

fees charged.  To the extent that the price exceeds the experience, customer attrition 
occurs.  Golfers rarely appreciate the cost of properly operating a golf course; they seek the 
lowest price, are seldom willing to pay for the value received, and threaten to play elsewhere 
if their demands are not met.  The loyalty of season pass holders and VIP members to 
Bradford Creek is satisfactory -- slightly above the national average.  The loyalty of other 
golfers and private club members in the City of Greenville to Bradford Creek is exceedingly 
low. 

 
Beyond these governing tenets, there is an undercurrent that greatly influences the management 
and operation of a municipal golf course, as reflected below: 
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City Councils usually believe that a golf course should be a fiscally self-sustaining community 
benefit.  Course management and staff consistently seek investment capital to renovate and 
upgrade the golf course to ensure that a superior experience is provided.  Taxpayers who don’t play 
golf (they represent 93.7% of the population within 10 miles of Bradford Creek) feel that general 
fund dollars should not be allocated to subsidize the recreational experience of the affluent.   
 
Lastly, golfers, particularly season pass holders (members,) feel entitled to pay far less than fair 
market value for many reasons, including that as taxpayers, they feel they are financially supporting 
the City through property taxes from which many derive marginal personal benefit.  Golfers view 
investments made by a City in other parks and recreational activities such as baseball, soccer, 
swimming, as similar to golf.  Unfortunately, these golfers fail to comprehend that the City’s other 
parks and recreation activities are unlikely to be funded by private enterprise, whereas golf is 
largely funded by private enterprise in the United States, with only 15% of the nation’s courses 
municipal-owned and only 8% of the nation’s courses operated by government employees.  Golfers 
in the City of Greenville, particularly members of the Golf Advisory Committee, believe that the City 
should fund up to 7% of the annual operating deficit from the general fund. 
 
Aligning common interests is always a difficult task.  There is no single issue likely to dominate a 
City Council meeting more than the “correct” management and operational philosophy for a 
municipal golf course.  The heated discussion frequently begins when green fees, particularly 
annual season pass rates or VIP prices, are established for the forthcoming golf season.  We fully 
expect a debate about the price increases proposed from this review, increases needed to support 
the forthcoming golf course renovations.     
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Reviews like this one are rarely fully implemented, but are watered down by the politics of 
appeasement.   Accountability is compromised, with a preference to acquiescence and the display 
of social graces.   
 
The Hand Dealt – Uncontrollable Factors  
 
How do you explain why things don’t go as you assumed they would?   The common answers 
provided are underfunding, poor management, or bad market conditions.   
 
Or, how do you explain how others are able to achieve things that defy all of your assumptions?   
For example, in 2011, the average municipal golf course achieved $150,000 in earnings before 
interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization.  How were other cities able to achieve such success 
while Bradford Creek Golf Course has a negative general fund balance of over $900,000 and has 
consistently lost money over the past several years?  The quick answer is that those “other 
courses” are in major population centers. 
 
Why is Bradford Creek struggling?   Simply, the course should not have been purchased.  Its long-
term prospects were dim from the outset, and they have deteriorated.   
 
The course is poorly located in relationship to the population – 7.3 miles from downtown. It is not 
located in close proximity to the residential centers of the community.   
 
It contains 185 acres of turf to maintain, contrasted to the normal golf course of 100 maintainable 
acres.  The course lacks convenient storage for electric carts.  The experience provided on the front 
nine, that is at best boring, results from poorly positioned and largely hidden bunkers.  There is little 
shot value variety to attract and retain the accomplished golfer who plays frequently.      
 
Further, the market is oversupplied.  There are four golf courses within 10 minutes of downtown 
Greenville, three of them private clubs, and all are reported as financially struggling.  There is a 
need for only slightly more than two golf courses in the Greenville market. 
 
It Can’t Be That Bad, Can It? 
 
There is hope.   
 
The financial statements prepared by the City provide little clarity regarding operational 
performance.  To illustrate, depreciation for the maintenance department was booked in 2011, but 
not in 2012.  Contract services allocated to the maintenance department include POS licensing 
fees, credit card processing fees, and cart lease payments – all of which should be allocated to the 
golf operation.   Also, cart fees have been integrated with green fees based on the historical 
accounting practice of the prior owner.    
 
The segregation of cart fees from green fees is appropriate to properly measure their utilization.   
Financial statements prepared consistent with generally accepted accounting principles for golf 
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courses will greatly aid in the management of the facility by facilitating comparison to industry 
benchmarks to ensure efficient management. 
 
Further, technology installed is not fully leveraged.  Marketing efforts have been scant and diffused.  
Disputes about proper green fees have been ongoing.  Known capital improvements have been 
deferred.  The condition of the bunkers, observed and confirmed in a survey of golfers, was rated 
very low.  As a result, during this time, the quality of the core asset, from the perspective of the 
season pass and VIP golfers, has deteriorated and the financial performance has suffered.    
 
All of those aspects can be enhanced to leverage the course’s best asset, its attractiveness and the 
playability of its greens.  The functionality of the current clubhouse could be improved, at a 
minimum, by creating a more welcoming atmosphere.  We suggest television sets, a limited menu 
more diverse than hot dogs and cold sandwiches, and beer on draft. 
 
To achieve the financial goal that Bradford Creek Public Golf Course should operate based on 
revenues generated at the facility and without taxpayer support, a partnership of all vested parties 
is advocated and is illustrated below: 
 

 
 
We recommend an initial investment of nearly $400,000 by the City to enhance the golf 
experience, to renovate the bunkers, to remove trees that adversely affect playability, and to reduce 
the amount of maintainable turf.   
 
With a commitment by the City to improve the asset, golfers must also invest by paying slightly 
higher green fees; this as their commitment to ensure the golf course is economically sustainable.  
Discounts to VIP members should be reduced, and seasonal rates should be introduced 
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commensurate with the value provided according to time of the year, time of the day, and the 
classification of the golfer (senior, junior, etc.).   
 
Specifically, it is recommended that new fee structures be implemented for peak and off-season 
prices set by daylight savings versus standard time.  Peak season prime time prices should 
represent up to a $3 increase, depending on the number of holes played and the time of the day.   
VIP members should receive a $4 discount per 18 holes.  The current $5 discount, 10% loyalty 
rewards, and quarterly coupon incentives should be curtailed.  Season pass prices should be 
reduced from $995 to $895.  Cart fees should be increased by $2 throughout the golf season to be 
consistent with other golf courses.   
 
The customer survey conducted as part of this management and operational review indicated the 
following loyalty to golf courses throughout the Greenville community: 
 

 
Note 1:  that the red line represents the national average for golfer 
loyalty to a public golf course 

 
Bradford Creek is the highest rated public golf course within the Greenville market 
place and is just below two of the area’s private clubs.   

 
Historical Perspective 
 
While much attention has focused on Bradford Creek’s negative fund balance of $900,000, the golf 
course has actually generated positive cash flow since 2004, if the years’ incomes are averaged, as 
illustrated below: 
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   Revenue  Operating  

Expenses 
Net Income  Accumulated Income/Deficit 

2004  850,493  681,500 168,993 168,993

2005  912,378  705,614 206,764 375,757

2006  865,358  942,090 ‐76,732 299,025

2007  864,081  877,457 ‐13,376 285,649

2008  894,494  803,154 91,340 376,989

2009  819,509  837,483 ‐17,974 359,015

2010  756,888  848,832 ‐91,944 267,071

2011  752,313  913,967 ‐161,654 105,417

2012  843,598  875,248 ‐31,650 73,767

Average  839,901  831,705 8,196   

           Note:  Slightly immaterial variances exist to the published CAFR reports.  
  
Only since 2009, during the current economic downturn, has the cash flow at Bradford Creek been 
negative for four consecutive years.   
 
The fiscal year ending June 30, 2012 showed considerable improvement over the prior year.  
Improvements in the economy, a competitive course closing, and favorable weather, combined with 
proactive changes implemented by management during the 2012 fiscal year, greatly narrowed the 
operational deficit as shown below: 
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Revenue  6/30/2011 6/30/2012  Differential

Green Fees  524,957 588,052  63,095

VIP  12,869 11,447  ‐1,422

Annual Fees  7,160 8,336  1,176

Total Green Fees  544,986 607,835  62,849

Cart  13,388 15,035  1,647

Merchandise  28,139 42,888  14,749

Food and Beverage  60,598 67,981  7,383

Range  100,419 101,967  1,548

Other  4,783 7,892  3,109

Gross Revenue  752,313 843,598  91,285

Food and Beverage   35,301 40,805  5,503

Pro Shop  24,465 21,571  ‐2,894

Cost of Goods Sold  59,767 62,376  2,609

Net Operating Income  692,546 781,222  88,676

Pro Shop           

Total Salaries  283,724 235,553  ‐48,171

Other Expenses  111,154 110,757  ‐397

Total Pro Shop  394,878 346,310  ‐48,568

Maintenance          

Salaries  232,322 242,277  9,955

Other Expenses  227,000 224,285  ‐2,715

Total Maintenance  459,322 466,563  7,240

Total Expenses  854,201 812,873  ‐41,328

Cash Flow  ‐161,655 ‐31,651  130,004

Note 1:  Financial Statements for the year ending June 30, 2012 are preliminary subject to the 
issuance of the CAFR report. 
  
Note 2:  The Financial Statements for the year presented above have been re-categorized to be 
consistent with golf industry principles.  
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Bradford Creek is the only municipal golf course within 30 miles of Greenville.  The combination 
of an extensive driving range that is lighted, a short-game practice area to facilitate lessons and 
clinics, and the regional recognition of the Director of Golf, Mike Cato, as one of the finest 
teaching professionals, provides hope that the course can clearly serve an important role in the 
community as the “entry door” to the game of golf for new participants, students from East 
Carolina University, and the course of choice for the frequent public golfer.  
  
Thus, creating a business plan on which a consensus can be built is vital.  
  
Strategic Analysis – What is the Potential? 
 
What is the potential of the Bradford Creek Golf Course?  Decisions can’t be formulated in a 
vacuum but need to include the uncontrollable and controllable factors impacting the golf course.   
 
An analysis of those factors is presented below: 
 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Unique 
championship 
layout 

Location Marketing Politics of 
Appeasement 

City Asset Course management Technology Competition 
Clubhouse Entrance 
and Ambience 

Deferred 
maintenance 

Renovation  Capital requirements 

 
The core asset, the championship layout, is clearly superior, and while rankings as to what is the 
“best course” are subject to widespread opinion, it is our professional opinion that Bradford Creek 
is currently among the top public golf courses in the Greenville market.  Bradford Creek’s back 9 
holes are very good.   
 
The economic difficulty the course is facing are largely caused by uncontrollable factors, including 
the oversupply of the market.  Perhaps the best threat to the success of Bradford Creek comes 
from “private clubs” that allow public access on a limited basis.  Cutter Creek, Cypress Landing, and 
Ironwood are clearly superior.  To the extent that those private clubs expand public play options, 
particularly if the guest fee is set at a value-oriented rate, Bradford Creek will face a financial 
challenge. 
 
It should be noted that this professional opinion was formed by “secret shopping” eight courses 
that directly compete with Bradford Creek and by conducting a golfer survey of consumer 
preferences and loyalty.  The competitive course set is shown below: 
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Note:  the average 18-hole green fee of courses built since 1995 in Bradford 
Creek’s competitive market is $35.00, equal to the 18-hole prime time rack 
rate green fee.  The median green fee in the State of North Carolina is 
$28.00 

 
Will Decreasing the Green Fee Boost Rounds? 
 
Our firm, while serving clients for the past 25 years, has yet to hear a single time from any golfer, 
“We should raise the green fees because the value we are being provided far exceeds the price we 
are being charged.”  To the contrary, golfers continually maintain that prices should be lowered and 
that rounds will increase accordingly.  They speak from self-interest, not from a communal concern 
for the financial welfare of the golf course.  This was evidenced in the City of Greenville during our 
first meeting with the Golf Course Advisory Committee.  As reported in the local newspaper covering 
that meeting, committee members were advocating that lowering the rates would boost play and 
increase revenue.  
 
We believe that strategy is flawed for two reasons.  A 25% decrease in prices, as advocated by 
some within the community, would require a 33 1/3% increase in rounds to generate the same 
revenue.  That is unlikely to happen, because there is insufficient demand in the marketplace, as 
documented in the geographic local market analysis performed for this report.  It should be noted 
that a 25% increase in prices will generate the same revenue, even if rounds decrease by 20%.  A 
tertiary beneficial impact of fewer rounds is that course conditions improve.  Thus, the odds are in 
the house’s favor to raise – not lower – prices. 
 
The chart below reflects current weekend price with cart at $35 and a new rate proposed by a small 
by vocal group, at a 25% discount.   
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There is insufficient demand in the market to generate the incremental rounds required to equal 
current revenue. 
 
Secondly, from the survey conducted as an integral part of this management and operational 
review, golfers indicated that the primary barriers to playing more golf were “time” or “they were 
playing as much as they could,” as shown below: 
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“Time” and” no barriers,” both uncontrollable factors, are the principal barriers to increased play.  
Only 26% of respondents indicated that the fees charged were the issue.   
 
This analysis leads to a single topic.  What is the role of municipal golf today? 
 
The Role of Municipal Golf 
 
A municipal golf course serves a vital role in a City, providing value-based recreation and leisure 
entertainment to its citizens.    
 
Why?  It serves as an entry door to the game as it introduces individuals to the game, its rules, and 
its defining culture.  It is the only sport in which professionals are role models who demonstrate 
that referees are not necessary for an event to be fair and fun. 
 
For families and friends, golf is an opportunity to enjoy each other’s company via a walk through 
nature’s preserve. For the competitive athlete, it is an arena to demonstrate one’s ability.  For 
business men and women, it is an office, and for those who are retired, it serves as a place to 
meet, exercise, and enjoy the reward for a life of diligent effort.  
 
During the past decade, and specifically since 9/11, the financial priority for the allocation of 
municipal funds has been police and fire, while other municipal services compete for the remaining 
resources.  
 
Thus, it is essential to understand the organizational framework in which the golf course operates 
within a City’s defined charter of providing leisure services.  Parks and Recreation systems across 
this country provide three types of services:  
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 Core Essential Services: These are services the city must provide to manage parks. They 
would include providing parks and open space for nominal cost, park maintenance, 
security, administration, and essential parks-related duties that are considered totally 
public good services. These types of services are typically supported by tax dollars. 
 

 Important Services:  These are services which provide for the public good and for the 
private good.  Examples of Important Services would include programs such as swim 
lessons, summer day camps, and after-school programs. 

 
 Value-Added/Discretionary Services:  These are services that are nice to provide if money 

is available to support the services and if the community is willing to invest in them 
through user fees. These services would include golf, senior trips, fitness programs, and 
individual instructional classes and lessons. 

 
With golf clearly a value-added/discretionary service, the investment in this asset, in our 
professional opinion, the golf course needs to be fiscally self-sustaining, especially since private 
enterprise can often adequately fulfill this need for the citizens.  It is with this understanding that 
the recommendations within this report were framed.  
 
Where to Now?  
 
The issues have been identified.  The question remains, “Do you raise your prices to fund the 
deferred capital investment required or do you invest first and improve the customer golfing 
experience and then raise rates?”  A judicious and conservative path of investment over the next 
three years is recommended, based on the following table: 
 

Course Component Issues Cost Time to 
Complete 

Project  
Minimum  Maximum  

Sand Bunkers 56 bunkers reduce maintenance 
expenses, eliminate contamination 

$300,000 325,000 3 months 

Trees Improve turf playability, reduce 
maintenance expenses 

4,000 6,000 1 week 

Turf Reduction Conversion of maintained to low-
maintenance area with planting 
fescue, etc.  

10,000 15,000 3 weeks 

Turf Fertility Reduce nitrogen and bolster 
herbicides, fungicides, budgets 

25,000 40,000 Progressive 

Driving Range and 
Practice Facilities 

Re-grading 3 tees to 1 to increase 
hitting area to enhance turf quality 

7,500 10,000 1 month 

Irrigation System 1994 irrigation system is nearing end 
of functional life.   

900,000 1,400,000 4 months 

  $1,246,500 $1,796,000  
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While the irrigation system can be rendered functional for up to five years by the City’s 
knowledgeable and talented superintendent, the sand bunkers currently are one of the most 
limiting factors to an enjoyable golf experience. 
 
Sand bunkers are visually one of the most important elements on a golf course. They frame and 
define each hole, and they influence the difficulty and playability of each hole.  Bunkers are also 
often one of the highest maintenance issues on a golf course.  With 56 bunkers at Bradford Creek, 
there is certainly an opportunity to reduce maintenance costs and improve play.  
 
Unfortunately, most of the bunkers at Bradford Creek were constructed so that they are not visible 
to the golfer. This negatively affects pace-of-play and impacts the golfer’s enjoyment of the game.   
 
In addition, the bunkers at Bradford Creek have become severely contaminated, as illustrated in 
the picture below, and they are difficult to maintain.  Over time, as bunkers are edged and as the 
native soils erode into the bunkers, the sand becomes contaminated.  This results in poor drainage, 
inconsistent playing conditions, and the perception that the course is poorly maintained.  
 

 
Note:  while difficult to see precisely from this small picture, the bunker on 
the top is severely contaminated in contrast to the bunker near the 
bottom of the picture that was rebuilt in the last several years.     

 
Where Will the Money Come From?  
 
The investment in Bradford Creek must come from two sources concurrently – from the City 
providing the initial seed capital of up to $400,000 to ensure the 2013-2014 capital improvements 
are funded, and from the users of the golf course through appropriate green fees that are based on 
the increased fair market value of the experience being provided.   
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While a municipal golf course often has over 80 different rates by golfer type, time of the day, day 
of the week, and time of the year, presented below are the recommended rates that should be 
implemented during daylight savings time in 2013; March 10 until November 3:   
 

Player Type Regular 

Holes 18 Holes 9 Holes 

Day of Week  M - T F, S, S, H M - T F, S, S, H 

Year Current Proposed Current Proposed Current Proposed Current Proposed 

With Cart 29 32 35 38 20 22 22 24 

Walking 19 20 22 24 15 15 17 18 

Cart 12 14 12 14 6 7 6 7 

Carts  
Required No No 

Till 11 – 
Loosely 

Enforced 
Till 12 – 

Mandatory No No 

Till 11 – 
Loosely 

Enforced 
Till 12 – 

Mandatory 
 
It is appropriate to maintain the current rates during “standard time.”  It is suggested that VIP 
members receive a discount of $4 from the posted rates for 18 holes.  Other recommendations are:  
 

 2012 2013 

VIP   

   Renewal 40 60 

   New  50 N/A 

   New Residents N/A 75 

   New Non Residents N/A 90 

Season Pass    

   Residents 995 895 

   Non Residents  N/A 995 

Range Balls   

   Small (60 balls) 6 6 

   Medium ( 90 balls) 7 8 

   Large (120 balls) 8 10 

Specials    

   Twilight All Day After 3  All Day After 3  

   Senior Tuesday Monday - Thursday: $25 with cart 

   Ladies Wednesday Monday - Thursday: $25 with cart 

   College Thursday Monday - Thursday: $25 with cart 
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The process of establishing rates is based on an analysis of competitive market conditions and the 
value of the experience received at the golf course, and the rates are subjectively adjusted for 
political considerations.  The rate changes suggested above incorporate all of those elements. 
 
With the City of Greenville moving Bradford Creek from an enterprise to the general fund, there is 
political pressure to create a rate differential between residents and non-residents to provide 
residents a perceived value for City taxes paid.   
 
While we understand the rationale of the argument, we don’t agree with the conclusion, because 
there aren’t enough golfers within the Greenville community to sustain four golf courses.  It is our 
professional opinion that creating a price differential will discourage non-residents from playing 
Bradford Creek and is ill-advised.  The chart below illustrates that accurate financial data is not 
available to assess the impact of that decision, and that the majority of golfers may be non-
residents: 
 

City Percentage Of Bookings 
Unknown 47.57% 
Greenville 27.73% 
Winterville 8.43% 
Washington 6.80% 
Grimesland 2.24% 
Chocowinity 2.11% 
Belhaven 1.00% 
Blounts Creek 0.75% 
Farmville 0.37% 
Grifton 0.33% 
Ayden 0.33% 
Chicago 0.28% 
Williamston 0.26% 
Kinston 0.20% 
Plymouth 0.14% 
Wilson 0.10% 
Stanley 0.08% 
Rocky Mount 0.08% 
New Bern 0.07% 
Raleigh 0.05% 
Nashville 0.05% 
Chesapeake 0.05% 
Youngsville 0.05% 
Stokes 0.04% 
Pinellas Park 0.04% 

 
However, mindful of the desire to provide for City residents, we have created a non-resident rate for 
season passes and new VIP members.  
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The greatest controversy from this recommendation will likely come from VIP members.  In addition 
to recommending that they receive only a $4 discount per 18 holes, we are strongly advocating 
abandoning their 10% loyalty discount and quarterly coupon special promotions.  In essence, the 
City is discounting a discounted rate that was discounted.  Simply stated, the net effective yield 
from VIP play needs to increase to financially support the golf course.  We believe that Bradford 
Creek offers a superior public course experience to Ayden, Farmville, Links at Cotton Valley and 
Maccripine and should be priced accordingly.  The incremental cost for the majority of golfers to 
drive to those facilities undermines the position that Bradford Creek should be priced identically to 
those courses. 
 
Benchmarks to Achieve Profitability 
 
Can Bradford Creek achieve fiscal sustainability?  It is important to note that for the fiscal year 
2012, the golf course reduced its cash flow deficit by $130,004.  One could debate that the golf 
course receives in-kind contributions from the Parks and Recreation Department for landscaping 
the clubhouse and is not assessed an indirect charge which is common in municipal golf course 
operations, for the accounting, human relations, information technology, legal, purchasing services 
provided on its behalf by the City.  But the core asset of the Bradford Creek Golf Course is 
competitive with the Greenville market.   
 
The key to incremental revenue will be generated from proper pricing of green fees to match the 
experience created and through leveraging technology to benefit from cost-effective marketing.   
 
The installation of the FORE Reservation system in 2012 holds fabulous potential – if properly 
used.  Considering that the golf course has created a customer database of only 1,200 names, 
contrasted to the standard municipal golf course database that exceeds 4,000 email addresses, 
the opportunity to gain incremental revenue by tying tee time reservations to customer transactions 
will increase from regional play when customer-relationship marketing is used.  
 
Presented below are recommendations the City of Greenville can implement immediately to ensure 
continued positive cash flow sufficient to fund the capital renovations required: 
 

1) Customer transaction tracking, which is not occurring, should commence.  The 
identification of core, acquired, and defector golfers is essential to boost profitability.  
Presented below is a screen shot from the system, in which 67.5% of customer 
transactions remain unidentified as to customer type.   
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The golf course does not know empirically who its best customers are by dollars spent.  
Marketing efforts, including periodic electronic newsletters to properly promote the golf 
course, are currently negligible and should be adopted.   
 

2) The staff should be retrained in the proper use of the FORE Reservation system 
commencing with attending the software firm’s annual user meeting. 
 

3) Consideration should be given to hiring a full-time business manager in the Pro Shop 
rather than relying on a golf operations manager whose duties and interests are divided 
between the game of golf and the business of golf.  A proposed organization chart is as 
follows: 
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4) An emphasis should be placed on advertising and marketing.  The course spent $2,499 
in advertising contrasted to the industry recommended budget of 3% of gross revenue, 
which would near $25,000.    
 

The Bottom Line 
 
A fundamental principal of a management and operational review is to determine upside potential.  
The chart presented below highlights that Bradford Creek will continue to face challenges in the 
short term until the capital renovations, deferred for 20 years, are completed and proactive 
marketing can again establish the course as a regional favorite among golfers: 
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Bradford Creek     Financial Projections 

Revenue  Current   2013 2014 2015  2016 2017

Green Fees  607,835 387,000 393,947 400,811  407,802 414,923

Carts  15,035 257,250 262,421 267,695  273,076 278,565

Green Fees and Carts  622,870 644,250 656,368 668,506  680,878 693,488

Merchandise  42,888 48,471 49,445 50,439  51,453 52,487

Food and Beverage   67,981 76,831 78,375 79,950  81,557 83,197

Range  101,967 115,241 117,557 119,920  122,331 124,789

Other  7,892 42,875 43,737 44,616  45,513 46,427

Total  843,598 927,668 945,482 963,432  981,731 1,000,388

Cost of Goods Sold                   

Merchandise  40,805 31,506 32,139 32,785  33,444 34,117

Food  & Beverage  21,571 53,781 54,862 55,965  57,090 58,238

Total Cost of Goods Sold  62,376 85,288 87,002 88,751  90,535 92,354

Net Operating Income  781,222 842,380 858,480 874,681  891,197 908,034

                    

Operations                   

Administration & Clubhouse  0 70,000 70,700 71,407  72,121 72,842

Maintenance  466,563 491,780 497,486 503,266  509,119 515,047

Pro Shop  346,310 289,925 293,428 296,979  300,577 304,224

Total Expenses  812,873 851,705 861,615 871,651  881,817 892,113

                    

EBITDA Before Capital Reserves  ‐31,651 ‐9,325 ‐3,134 3,030  9,380 15,920

                    

Capital Reserves  0 300,000 132,170 133,491  134,826 136,174

                    

Cash Flow  ‐31,651 ‐309,325 ‐135,304 ‐130,462  ‐125,446 ‐120,254

 
The financial projections presented are not what are forecast to happen but rather set a goal of 
what should occur if the golf course can achieve positive cash flow within three years.  
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The conclusion of this review is that unless the capital investment is made, the golf course will 
succumb to the “death spiral” and losses will continue.  Judicious investment, combined with an 
emphasis on leveraging technology to engage in customer relationship management, can have a 
positive result.   
 
It will take a consensus among the City Council, Management, Staff, Golfers and Taxpayers that the 
core asset of Bradford Creek is very special and that collectively each group needs to invest to 
preserve the integrity of the golf course 
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Management and Operational  Review for City of Greenville’s Bradford Creek Golf Club 
 
Analysis and Research Performed  
 
To undertake this management and operational review, Golf Convergence employed a precise 
methodology of eight steps.  These steps and the knowledge gained from each are summarized 
below:   
 

Step  Function Description  Knowledge Gained 
1 Strategic Geographic Local 

Market Analysis  
Do the demographics indicate that there is sufficient demand to 
meet the available supply of golf courses?  Based on the age, 
income, ethnicity, and population density, what type of facility 
would create the highest probability of a fiscally sustainable golf 
operation?    

2 Weather Impact 
Analysis  

Are the current losses being realized a function of adverse 
weather or of management policies?  Are there sufficient 
playable days to generate a return on the proposed investment? 

3 Tactical Technology How effectively has an integrated golf management solution 
been deployed to create the collection of data required to 
properly manage the golf course?  

4a Key Metrics How does the operational performance of BCGC compare to the 
15 industry benchmarks that measure strengths and 
weaknesses?  

4b  Financial 
Modeling/ 
Revenue 
Management 

Are the proposed course renovations on the 27-hole regulation 
course, driving range, and new maintenance facility financially 
viable?   What debt service can the golf course cover?  Have 
accurate financial models that support proactive decision-
making been developed.  What is the current utilization and 
REVPAR?     

5 Operational  Golf Operation 
and Course 
Agronomic Review 

What is the current physical state of the golf course?  What is 
the optimal and best use of the property?  What are the 
recommendations for facility expansion and layout modification?  

6 Management, 
Marketing, and 
Operational 
Review 

Does the value provided equal or exceed the associated fees?  
Are the proper operating procedures consistently deployed 
through each step of the “assembly line of golf”?   

7  Customer 
Preferences 

Who are your core customers and how much do they 
spend?  What is the annual retention rate of your golfers?  
What are the barriers to increased play?   What are the 
primary reasons they select one course over another?  

8 Customer Loyalty How loyal are your customers?  What are the key loyalty drivers 
that create satisfaction, and what is the financial referral impact 
of promoters versus the negative impact of detractors?   
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Step 1:  Analysis of regional and local trends in public golf, including supply and demand 
 
Geographic Local Market Analysis 
 
For this operational review, we conducted intensive research of the demographic trends, the local 
golfer base, supply levels, the current supply/demand balance, and the impact of historical supply 
dilution.   
 
This analysis is undertaken because we have learned, from conducting strategic analyses for over 
200 golf courses, that certain characteristics are predictable, as highlighted below: 
 

 
 
Ninety percent of golfers live or work within 30 minutes of the golf course.  15% of the customers 
generate 60% of the revenue.  On average, golfers play four to seven courses per year, citing time 
as the largest barrier to their playing more golf.  Fifty percent of the golfers that visit one year don’t 
return the next.    
 
As an integral part of crafting this management and operational review, a 25-question electronic 
survey was undertaken.   Respondents were from the following areas: 
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Note:  The Blue line represents a 30-minute drive time to Bradford 
Creek.  The largest green circle represents a 30-mile radius. 

 
In undertaking the golfer survey, we were fortunate to elicit the support of the Greenville Country 
Club who sent the survey to their membership.  Based on that survey of golfers, it was enlightening 
to compare their responses and the statistics of the public golfer:     
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The ages, the income levels, the number of rounds played, and the percent of respondents who 
were City residents were far higher among Greenville Country Club members than golfers who 
played at Bradford Creek.  Interestingly, “price” was the criteria selected by public golfers, versus 
“course condition” cited by Greenville Country Club members as the most important attribute in 
selecting one course over another.  However, considering the income level of both groups, it is hard 
to fathom that price is an issue in the frequency of their play. 
 
Consequently, in determining the competitive forces surrounding Bradford Creek, golf courses that 
are located within 10/20/30 miles from the City of Greenville were evaluated.  The competitive 
map of golf courses within 30 miles of downtown Greenville is as follows:   
 

 
 

It is interesting to note that the golf courses closer to downtown Greenville are all private clubs.  
One would think that, based on its location within a City of 86,000 residents, and since it is the only 
public golf course, Bradford Creek could be economically sustainable if the experience provided 
equaled the fees assessed and if the facility were marketed properly.  
 
Demographics  
 
The City of Greenville golf market is very unique.  (See Appendix 1 for a detailed demographic 
analysis of the Bradford Creek Golf Club (BCGC).   
 
To undertake an operational review for BCGC, it is necessary to first measure the potential for each 
course individually, and second, to consolidate those financial projections to create a concentric 
perspective for the enterprise.  Presented below are the geographic local market demographics for 
the City of Greenville:  
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Category 10 20 30 North 
Carolina U.S. 

Demographics           

 Age (Median) 32.30 33.60 35.20 37.10 37.10 

Age  (Index) 87 91 95 100 100 

Income (Med Household)  $38,101   $38,776   $37,701   $47,120   $51,618  

  Income (Median) 74 75 73 91 100 

Disposable Income (Med Hhld)  $33,407   $33,943   $33,106   $40,257   $45,301  

  Disposable Income (Median) 74 75 73 89 100 

  Ethnicity (% Cauc.) 59.60% 59.40% 56.50% 68.50% 73.90% 

Ethnicity Index 81 80 76 93 100 
Note:  An age index of 87 represents that the population is 13% younger than the U.S. population.  Similarly, an Index of 
74 indicates that the population has 26% less household income than the U.S. population. 
 
These statistics indicate weak demand for the Greenville market.  The age, income, and ethnicity 
are trending below national averages.  
 
The unique nature of the Greenville market is seen from an analysis of the MOSAIC® lifestyle 
database.  MOSAIC is a geo-demographic segmentation system developed by Experian and 
marketed in more than 20 countries worldwide.  These 12 classifications are based on a wide 
range of demographic characteristics displayed below: 
 

 
It is from these statistics that major chains such as Starbucks, Nordstrom, and Best Buy determine 
where to build stores.  The basic premise of geo-demographic segmentation is that people tend to 
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gravitate towards communities with other people of similar backgrounds, interests, and means.  
The vast majority of golfers can be classified in the Affluent Suburbia, Upscale American, and Small-
Town Contentment Profiles. 
 
The vast majority of individuals who live in or near BCGC fall within the MOSIAC profile are in the 
Small-Town Contentment, as shown below:  
 

 
 

BCGC Golf Course is located within the demographics of remote American and urban essence, 
neither of which are naturally supportive of golf. 
 
Supply of Golf Courses 
 
When considering price, quality, proximity, and accessibility to the BCGC, golfers have few viable 
alternative courses to play that are in close proximity to Greenville, which is important, since 
proximity from work/home to the golf course is a determining factor in measuring the viability of a 
golf course and its tendency to prosper.  A detailed list of courses within 30 miles of BCGC and in 
the State of North Carolina is included in the research deliverables to this report (not included 
herein).    
 
Presented below is a summary of the supply of golf courses within a 30-mile radius of the 
Greenville area:   
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Category  10  20  30 
North 
Carolina 

U.S. 

18‐Hole Equivalents  4.0 10.5 15.0 567.0  14,882.0

Public 18‐Hole Equiv.  1.0 5.0 7.0 402.0  10,593.5

Private 18‐Hole Equiv.  3.0 5.5 8.0 165.0  4,288.5
 

While the above chart reflects the number of 18-hole equivalents, a standard measure of golf 
course supply within a local market, the segmentation of those courses by price point and 
public/private status allows for greater insight as to the potential of an individual facility.  For the 
Greenville market, these statistics are presented below: 
 

 
Note:  Price listed is based on a weekend green fee, inclusive of cart.   

 
This chart reflects that the market for golf in City of Greenville has an abundance of “price < 40” 
golf courses; reflective of the median household income in the region and an overabundance of 
private golf courses.         
 
Demand for Golf  
 
To evaluate the economic potential of this golf course, it is appropriate to examine the demand 
demographics within a 30-mile radius of BCGC, measuring the number of avid golfers, total 
participation, golfing fees, and golf fees per round.  These statistics for Greenville are presented 
below:  
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The golfing fees per household, golf fees per round, rounds played per golfer, and the number of 
avid and golf participants are all below the national average, based on the Tactician analysis.   
 
Further, when the demand statistics are measured against the supply of golf courses to determine 
the relative balance of demand versus supply, the weakness of the City of Greenville’s golf 
franchise becomes very evident:   
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Note:  This calculation is meant to measure the relative strength and potential 
within 30 miles of each golf course.  Because the calculation is based on the 
number of avid golfers and doesn’t weigh the relative importance of age, income, 
ethnicity, or general population density, it would be inappropriate to conclude an 
actual number of courses that should be built or closed. 

 
This analysis explains the why the Greenville golf market is challenging, particularly for private 
clubs, and why there may be a potential opportunity for Bradford Creek. 
 
The struggle of private clubs is well known.  Ironwood and Greenville Country Club have discussed 
consolidating their club operations.  In early 2012, Brook Valley and Greenville Country Club 
merged in the hopes of achieving economics of scale in operation and providing existing members 
additional benefits and attracting new members.  Initiation fees are currently waived.  The deferred 
capital expenditures at these facilities likely exceed $2 million.  Dues increases or assessments 
may occur.  The cost of membership is nearly triple that of an annual fee at Bradford Creek.  To the 
extent Bradford Creek’s experience could be enhanced through improvements in course conditions 
and customer service, the opportunity to attract “bubble” members, while remote, is a possibility. 
 
This potential is measured in the avid intensity index.  It calculates the number of avid golfers, 
those who play over 25 rounds per year within a geographic local market, versus the national 
average.  For the City of Greenville, the facts are not positive, as evidenced below: 
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From this chart, the clear conclusion is that there exists a substantial demand for public golf in 
Greenville.  Thus, the experience offered becomes vital to attracting and retaining sufficient golfers 
to ensure the economic viability of Bradford Creek. 
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Step 2 - Weather Impact Study 
 
The axiom that “if rounds are up, it’s because of good management and if rounds are down, it’s 
because of bad weather” is a standard joke, but golf is an outdoor sport.  Experts estimate that 
over 90% of rounds are played when the temperature is between 55 and 90 degrees.  Rain, snow, 
and wind are mitigating factors that will reduce the number of playable days. 
 
Monitoring the number of playable golf days in a year compared to a 10-year trend allows an 
analyst the opportunity to filter the financial information to clearly differentiate between the impact 
of weather and the impact of management on a course’s performance. 
 
Annual Golf Playable Days 
 
In three of the past 6 years (2006 – 2011), the amount of playable days at BCGC was significantly 
above Greenville’s 10-year average.  That is slightly discomforting and provides insight as to an 
uncontrollable factor in golf course gross revenue.  On average, there are 259 playable golf days 
per year in Greenville, as illustrated below:   
 

 
 
Based on this chart, and the knowledge that weather to date for 2012 has been very favorable, it 
explains one factor why revenue in FY 2012 has increased.   
 
If the weather pattern returned to “normal,” what could be expected in revenue contraction?  The 
answer is not too alarming, as charted below: 
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Description Amount 
10 Year Average Playable Days 259 
2006 - 2011 Playable Days 279 
Favorable Weather Last 7 Years 20 
Revenue Per Playable Day (9 Year Average) 3,242 
Potential Decrease in Revenue from Normal Weather 65,240 
% Decrease in Revenue 7.6% 

 
The fact that the course experienced favorable weather during the economic downturn favorably 
impacted revenue.  It is now important to focus on properly maintaining the golf course to ensure 
customer loyalty should the weather return to 10-year normal patterns.  
 
Viable Operating Season  
 
A second analysis of weather playable days determines the City of Greenville effectively has a 6-
month golf season, as illustrated below: 
  

 
 

The variable weather, from chilly winters to oppressive summers, makes staff scheduling a 
challenge.  This challenge is reflected in the number of rounds played per month: 
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Note:  Rounds Per month were played during 2011 and 2012 

 
April through June represent, in essence, the golf season in Greenville.  July and August are 
excessively hot, and fall sports adversely impact rounds in September through November. 
 
Note that a Golf Playable Day (GPD) is defined as a day (sunrise-sunset) on which the maximum 
heat index is above 45 and below 95 and there is less than 0.20 inches of rainfall.  The heat index 
(HI) is an index that combines air temperature and relative humidity in an attempt to determine the 
human-perceived equivalent temperature — how hot it feels, termed “the felt air temperature”. 
 
A golf facility that has such a seasonal schedule comes with the operational challenges of 
balancing full-time and seasonal staff.  For the maintenance department, because of the 
requirement for “skilled” and “trained” labor, the emphasis should be on full-time employees – up 
to 4.  Conversely, in golf operations, part-time staff should be preferred over the three current full-
time staff members.   While customer service may suffer slightly from the rotation of part-time staff, 
the opportunity to save labor expenses is attractive.  
  
Yearly Playable Rounds 
 
A third analysis has been undertaken to determine the efficiency of management, this by 
comparing actual rounds played to the course’s theoretical capacity, based on weather patterns.   
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The capacity of a golf course is defined by its potential number of starts from sunrise to two hours 
before sundown on the number of playable days available, presuming a starting interval of eight 
minutes.   
 
In contrast to the airline and hotel industry, in which utilization exceeded 70% in 2011, the 
utilization of the golf course industry was 52%.  Rounds at BCGC for the past several years have 
averaged 24,000.  Thus, the 27.0% utilization at BCGC was far below industry averages, which 
typically, and at BCGC, results from supply exceeding demand.  But in this case, the results may 
also indicate that the golf course requires capital investment and the clubhouse is dysfunctional.   
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Step 3: Technology 
 
Who Is the Customer?  
 
A fundamental test for any business is identifying who its customers are and what they are 
spending.  Thus, we reviewed the use of technology by analyzing the golf course’s internet use, its 
integration of tee time reservations with the POS, and its deployment of email-based 
communication. 
 
The City has installed a superior golf management software program provided by Fore Reservation 
Systems.  The ability of the Fore Reservation system to build a customer database and generate 
insightful executive reports is superior.   Its market analysis system automatically generates emails 
to golfers based on pre-defined events and is marvelous.  However, the system is not being 
effectively used.  Only 1,200 email addresses have been acquired.  The typical golf course averages 
4,000 email addresses in its customer database. 
 
In contrast, the web site is graphically attractive, as illustrated below:   
 

 
 

The rotating “flash” pictures of the clubhouse, senior golfers, junior lessons and the clubhouse are 
very effective. 
  
There are several suggestions for improvement to conform to industry best practices.  A lot of 
information on the home page is “below the fold,” as illustrated below:     
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The ability to sign up for the e-club and the birthday club, nearly identical functions, are next to 
each other below the fold.  Further, while an icon exists on the home page directing the web site 
user where to book a tee time, much like the web sites of major airlines and hotels, the ability to 
enter date, time, and group size should be prominently displayed on the home page.  An example of 
such proper presentation is illustrated below: 
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The online tee time reservation system displays 100% of available tee times as noted below: 
 

 
 

Competitors will often view a golf course’s available tee time reservations to determine their 
relative strength in the market.  It is suggested that available times be limited to 4 times per query. 
 
Further, the link on this page2 shown in the footnote below is broken.  It returns only the header 
and a blank page. 
 
The key to market positioning is establishing strong, exclusive brand recognition.  This could be 
occurring more effectively for the BCGC, even though the use of title and metal tags in promoting 
the golf course on the Internet is appropriate.  Google searches for Bradford Creek pulled up the 
golf course in the first position.   
 
The Formula for Proper Adoption of Technology 
 
The formula to profitably operate the course is simple and consists of the following steps: 
 

 Create a customer database of upwards of 4,000 names. 
 Integrate the Tee-Time Reservation System with POS. 
 Issue identification cards and/or capture golfers’ email addresses.  
 Communicate with your customers via an opt-in email marketing program.  
 Display tee times by best available time or price (maximum four times displayed). 

 
                                                 
2 http://www.greenvillenc.gov/bradford_creek/default.aspx?id=10446  
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 Center a marketing focus on your Web site. 
 Develop a consolidated reporting system, and monitor the 15 key management 

benchmarks. 
 
As noted in the list above, the golf course, while it is in on the right path, is still a long way from 
ideal in its utilization of technology.  The ideal system will have the following components: 
 

 
 
An online registration system integrated into the POS system can identify specific golfer interests, 
such as last-minute tee times, tournaments, and other course activities.  Fore Reservations has a 
marketing analysis program that can help the golf course operator effectively target-market to the 
community.  It is recommended that this upgrade be installed during the off season.   
 
For the survey launched on November 8, 2012, the email statistics confirmed that greater efforts 
can be placed in this area, as noted below: 
 

 

           
The bounce rate of 11.0% indicates that the database is not being maintained and culled of bad 
addresses.  However, the unsubscribe rate was acceptable. 
 

Launch Date Emails 
Sent 

Open Clicked 
Through 

Bounce 
Rate 

Unsubscribe 

November 8, 2012 
5:57AM 

1,227  35.6% 23.8% 11.0% 0.65% 
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In the survey conducted, golfers indicated VIP Discounts, Season Pass Rates, and Marketing were 
items that required management’s focus.  
 

 
 
In the two meetings with the Golf Advisory Committee, the lack of marketing was frequently 
mentioned.  In the survey conducted, golfers said their preferred method for communication was 
technology-based; email and web sites: 
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Facebook, twitter, etc. ranked very low.  Also note that more expensive forms of advertising, such as 
daily newspapers and other print, media were not favored either.   
  
Thus, the correct deployment of technology, including an integrated POS system properly used and 
email marketing, will yield the following benefits: 
 

 Maximize Revenue 
o Web-based marketing presence 
o Reservation cards sold for premium access 
o Dynamic yield management 
o Create a distinct BCGC Golf Course brand 

 
 Increase Operational Efficiency 

o Better internal control 
o Timely and more meaningful reporting 
o Elimination of repetitive tasks by staff 
o Enhance customer service 
o 24-hour access to tee-time reservations 
o Email communication of promotions, tournaments, and updates 
o Sell prepaid gift cards online 

 
In conclusion, the proper use of technology is to create a management and marketing advantage.  
The creation of a unique selling proposition (such as affordability) that is communicated to the 
existing customer base will boost revenues.  This can only be done effectively if technology is 
properly installed and utilized. 
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Step 4:  Financial Analysis 
 

Revenue 
 
The financial analysis of a golf course starts with analysis of the green fees.  Carts, merchandise, 
food and beverage, range, and other revenue activities are always a derivative of the number of 
rounds played and the prices charged. 
 
Usually, the prices charged by municipal golf courses serve as the standard from which all other 
area golf courses determine their fees.   
 
There are many ways to establish the green fees: 
 

1) A percentage of the construction cost 
2) Value provided 
3) Competitors’ prices 

 
It is our professional opinion that the value provided is the most appropriate benchmark. 
 
For BCGC, based on the proposed capital investment over the next three years, $39.00 would be an 
appropriate rack rate green fee for prime time, 18 holes with cart.   
 
Currently, the prime time rack rate with cart is $35.00.  The typical course green fees in the United 
States and North Carolina:  
 

 United States  North Carolina        

Type of Course 
Course
s  %  Courses % Holes 

Median 
Age 

Average 
Age 

Median 
Fee 

Averag
e Fee 

Daily fee  9,233  58.10%  370 64.69%               

Municipal  2,393  15.06%  38 6.64%               

Private Equity  2,602  16.37%  87 15.21%               

Private Non‐
Equity  1,632  10.27%  72 12.59%               

Private Other  31  0.20%  5 0.87%               

Total Private  4,265  26.84%  164 28.67%               

North Carolina        572 100.00% 10,476 1971  1971  28.00 31.83

Total US  15,891  100.00%        268,254 1969  1965  45.00 56.00
 
The fee proposed is 22% higher than the State average but 31% below the national average fee. 
How can that be justified?  
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The guidepost for a management and operational review is the value provided to the customer.  To 
the extent that the experience exceeds the price, value is created and customer loyalty is 
developed.  Conversely, to the extent that the price exceeds the experience created, value is 
squandered and customer attrition occurs. 
 
Value in golf derives from two basic components shared by all golf courses: the physical –
infrastructure – property (course), plant (clubhouse), and equipment (maintenance equipment); 
and secondly, the human element; the personnel.  
 
To determine the appropriate price to charge, we need to evaluate the value provided to the golfers.  
To the extent the price charged exceeds the experience, customer attrition occurs.  When the prices 
are comparable to the experience provided, a golf course will thrive.  
 
Unless the golf experience improves, the harsh answer is, in this case, that it cannot be supported.  
However, while it is 7.3 miles from downtown, BCGC is the only public golf course within a 15-mile 
radius of Greenville, and it offers a potentially superior experience to other public courses in the 
outlying area. 
 
The first step in boosting revenue is to attract a group of avid golfers through season passes.  
Currently only eight golfers purchase a season pass at the rate of $995 at Bradford Creek.  While 
that price is significantly below national market , as reflected below, based on the survey conducted 
of golfers in the Greenville market, it is our professional opinion that a season pass for residents, 
for a calendar year, should be $895, based on the following calculation: 
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We believe that since the cost of belonging to the local private clubs is nearly 400% greater than the 
season pass, if the BCGC is improved and the course marketed and branded correctly, additional 
avid golfers can be attracted to the facility.  These recommendations were formed based on an 
examination of the competitive rates in the Greenville market, as shown below: 
 

 

These recommendations were also based on considering the distance from each of the primary 
public courses from Greenville City Hall.  It would cost a golfer between $290 and $902 more to 
play any public golf course in the Greenville market other than Bradford Creek. 
 

Gas Calculation Bradford vs. Ayden Bradford vs. Farmville Bradford vs. Cotton Valley 

Mileage Different 6.84 8.22 21.27 

Round Trip 2 2 2 

Miles to Play 1 round 13.68 16.44 42.54 

Times Per Year 40 40 40 

Total Miles 547.2 657.6 1701.6 

Miles Per Gallon 25 25 25 

Gallons of Gas 21.888 26.304 68.064 

Cost of Gas 3.75 3.75 3.75 

Total Incremental Cost 82.08 98.64 255.24 

Total Miles 547.2 657.6 1701.6 

IRS Depreciation Cost/Mile 0.53 0.53 0.53 

Actual Cost of Driving to 
Alterative Courses 

290.02 348.53 901.85 
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Key Benchmarks 
 
Presented below is the “median” financial performance of 18-hole courses nationally, municipal golf 
courses nationally, municipal golf courses in the Carolinas Section, and Bradford Creek:   
 

 
 

There are some anomalies in the data.  It is unfortunate that the financial benchmarking of golf 
courses in the United States is more “art than science.”  Of the 15,677 golf courses in the United 
States, less than 20% submit their financial statistics to PGA PerformanceTrak, and even those who 
do, do not submit information for all 44 reports that are provided from this service. 
 
With that limitation understood, the financial performance of Bradford Creek with respect to revenue 
is consistent with other municipal golf courses in the Carolinas region.  The largest variance is in 
EBITDA, which would address expenses incurred by Bradford Creek not incurred by other 
municipalities. 
 
The question that first must be answered is, “What is the potential performance of a municipal golf 
course?” and that is reflected below: 
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Bradford Creek’s financial performance is between the 50th and the 25th percentile.  Of concern is 
BCGC’s EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization), which merits a 
close examination of expenses.  
 
The Dilemma with Maintenance Expenses 
 
With respect to maintenance, the annual cost of maintaining the various types of golf courses, 
usually laid out on about 100 acres of maintainable land, can vary from $200,000 to more than 
$2.5 million.  The National Golf Foundation reported the following total maintenance costs in a 
report titled, “Operating and Financial Performance Profiles of 18-hole Golf Facilities in the U.S.”3

 

 

Description Annual Maintenance Costs 
Public Mid-Range Frostbelt $377,160 
Public Mid-Range Sunbelt 540,660 
Public Premium Frostbelt 555,460 
Public Premium Sunbelt 825,640 
Private Mid-Range U.S. 611,240 
Private Premium U.S. 1,412,720 

 
This study was updated in 2010 by the National Golf Foundation.  Public Frostbelt courses 
generating less than $800,000 in revenue had maintenance budgets that averaged $308,700.  

                                                 
3 National Golf Foundation, “Operating and Financial Performance Profiles of 18-hole Golf Facilities in the U.S.,” 2006 
edition, pages 4, 10, 17, 24 
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The maintenance budgets for golf courses generating $800,000 to $1.3 million in revenue was 
$486,600.4 These are consistent with Bradford Creek’s budget.   
 
Other financial benchmarks provided by PGA PerformanceTrak are illustrated below: 
 

 
 
The sad conclusion is that expenses for Bradford Creek are in line with industry benchmarks in all 
significant and material respects.  The opportunity to create fiscal sustainability will result primarily 
from an increase in rounds and from the yield per round played.  

                                                 
4 National Golf Foundation, “Operating and Financial Performance Profiles of 18-hole Golf Facilities in the U.S.,” 2010 
edition, pages 15, 19 
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Step 5:  The Physical Assets – Resources on Which to Grow 
 
BCGC is an 18-hole golf course configured as follows: 
 

 Yardage Par Slope Rating Course 
Rating 

Red 7,151 72 126 73.2 
 
The average slope rating for U.S. golf courses built prior to 1980 is 120.  Since 1980, the slope 
rating has increased to 127.  This indicates that BCGC’s rating is considered makes it a “more 
difficult” golf course suited for avid golfers.     
 
The course layout and the associated investment is one component of a successful golf course 
operation.  Another important element is the how that asset is maintained through appropriate 
agronomic practices.  
 
The Review Performed 
 
Course conditions for the course were reviewed in combination with the impact of trees on course 
playability and golfer experience.  Included in this review was an evaluation of soil profiles, turf 
conditions, and maintenance practices, including hitting various golf shots off tees, fairways, rough 
areas, and bunkers, as well as putting on numerous greens on each nine to evaluate green speed, 
smoothness, texture, and quality from a golfer’s prospective.  Interviews were conducted with 
management and staff. 
 
Perspectives 
 
Course conditions, on the days the reviews were conducted, were very good and consistent with 
comparable municipal operations.  Golf course mowing, aeration, fertilization, disease control, soil 
analysis, fiscal management, and employee supervision were all at very acceptable levels.   
 
But we noted that there are eight specific architectural issues that should be addressed to improve 
course conditioning, reduce ongoing maintenance costs, and potentially increase revenue at 
Bradford Creek:   
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Course Component Issues Cost Time  

Minimum  Maximum  
Sand Bunkers 56 bunkers reduce maintenance 

expenses, eliminate contamination 
$300,000 325,000 3 months 

Trees Improve turf playability, reduce 
maintenance expenses 

4,000 6,000 1 week 

Turf Reduction Conversion of maintained to low 
maintenance area with planting fescue, 
etc.  

10,000 15,000 3 weeks 

Turf Fertility Reduce of  nitrogen and bolster 
herbicides, fungicides budgets 

25,000 40,000 Progressive 

Driving Range and 
Practice Facilities 

Re-grading 3 tees to 1 to increase 
hitting area to enhance turf quality 

7,500 10,000 1 month 

Irrigation System 1994 irrigation system is nearing end of 
functional life.   

900,000 1,400,000 4 months 

  $1,246,500 $1,796,000 < Six 
Months 

 
Sand Bunkers 
 
Sand bunkers are visually one of the most important elements on a golf course. They frame and 
define each hole, and they influence the difficulty and playability of each hole.  Bunkers are also 
often one of the most expensive maintenance issues on a golf course.  With 56 bunkers at Bradford 
Creek, there is certainly an opportunity to reduce maintenance costs and improve play.  
 
Unfortunately, most of the bunkers at Bradford Creek were constructed so that they are not visible 
to the golfer. This negatively affects pace-of-play and impacts the golfer’s enjoyment of the game.   
 
In addition, the bunkers at Bradford Creek have become severely contaminated, as illustrated in 
the picture to the right, and they are difficult to maintain.  Over time, as bunkers are edged and as 
the native soils erode into the bunkers, the sand becomes contaminated.  This results in poor 
drainage, inconsistent playing conditions, and the perception that the course is poorly maintained.  
 
Our recommendation would be to conduct a bunker renovation intended to make the bunkers more 
visible, reduce maintenance, and improve the overall playability of the course.  This would involve 
stripping the turf and re-grading the bunkers to make them more visible and easier to maintain.  
Then, new sand and drainage would be installed and the disturbed areas would be re-grassed.  
Much of this work can be done while the course is open for play and would therefore have little 
impact on play or revenue.  
 
We anticipate that this project might take six to eight weeks to complete, provided that the City 
utilizes an experienced golf course contractor who has the proper equipment and experience to 
complete the work in an efficient manner.   
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During this renovation, the majority of the bunkers would be reconstructed in their current location. 
A few bunkers, such as the left greenside bunker on No. 2 and the center fairway bunker on No.10 
could be removed or repositioned to reduce maintenance and improve playability.  Depending on 
the specific situation, these areas would likely become grass collection areas similar to that which 
exists on the right side of No. 7 green.  The key is to make these changes without jeopardizing the 
character or integrity of the golf course.   
 
Trees 
 
Overall, the condition of the course is quite good.  There are however a few areas where trees are 
negatively impacting turf quality and making ongoing maintenance more difficult than it needs to 
be.  The most significant areas involve the trees located south of holes No. 3, 12, 15 and 16 greens 
and the trees which are shading the tees on hole No. 13 tee.  
 
Shade on greens and tees weakens turf, increases disease pressure, and increases maintenance. 
Selectively removing these trees would not only improve overall course conditioning but would also 
provide for a more enjoyable experience for golfers. 
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Turf Reduction 
 
There are a number of areas on the golf course which could be converted from maintained turf to 
low-maintenance areas.   
 
These areas of Bermuda grass which are currently being mowed, irrigated and, in some cases, 
fertilized could be converted to areas of Fescue or Love Grass which would need little or no 
maintenance once established.  These include areas between holes No. 5 and 6 and near the tees 
on many of the holes.   
 
Long-term, this would reduce the time commitment on the maintenance staff and would allow them 
to focus their financial resources on tees, greens, and fairways.  To convert the turf, these areas 
would be sprayed with a non-selective herbicide such as Roundup and then re-grassed.  With 
proper guidance and additional staffing, much of this work could be done by the maintenance staff.  
 
Turf Fertility and Maintenance   
 
The bent grass putting greens are in exceptional condition.  They are, in all likelihood, probably one 
item which sets Bradford Creek Golf Course apart from its competition.  However, in speaking to the 
superintendent, I understand that they are currently applying 5 pounds of nitrogen fertilizer 
annually to the greens.  That likely explains why they are so lush and in such good condition.  
However, in my travels, I typically see superintendents applying more on the order of 3.5 pounds of 
nitrogen annually.  Although the savings would be somewhat minimal, I would suggest that a slight 
reduction in the amount of fertilizer might free up some dollars to address fairway, tee, and rough 
conditioning.  
 
The tees, rough, and fairways appear to be somewhat lacking in fertilizer and weed control. In fact, 
the superintendent mentioned that his budget this year did not allow for any fairway fertilizer and 
that they have not fertilized the roughs for seven years.  This condition, if continued, will likely result 
in turf which is weak, thin, and increasingly difficult to manage.  I suggest that the City consider 
reducing the fertilizer on the greens to four pounds annually and increase the maintenance budget 
to allow for proper fertilizer, fungicide, and weed control on the tees, roughs, and fairways.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Driving Range and Practice Facilities  
 
The course has a fairly good driving range which appears adequate in width and length.  However, 
there appears to be an opportunity to reduce daily maintenance while potentially increasing 
revenue by re-grading the driving range tee and installing a concrete tee line with synthetic turf 
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mats.  The existing range tee was constructed with three tiers of turf.  By regrading the area to 
create one large tee line, the area will be easier to maintain.  This will also essentially lengthen the 
range by moving the tee back.  In addition, by adding a concrete tee line, the City will be able to 
expand use in the winter months when the turf is not actively growing.  
 
The Irrigation System 
 
The irrigation system at Bradford Creek was installed in 1994 when the course was originally built. 
The United States Golf Association (USGA) and the American Society of Golf Course Architects 
(ASGCA) states that the life of a PVC pipe irrigation system is approximately 20 to 30 years. After 
time, sprinkler heads wear out and plastic pipe and fittings fatigue or crack.  The superintendent 
tells me that they are already repairing two to three leaks or breaks per month.  In the next five to 
six years, the City of Greenville should be prepared to consider the installation of a new irrigation 
system, including heads, piping, and a computerized central control.   
 
A new system with modern more-efficient sprinkler heads and improved coverage would not only 
improve course conditioning but allow the maintenance staff to more effectively manage and 
potentially reduce the amount of water used at the course.   
 
In addition, the City should consider the installation of a more efficient variable frequency drive 
(VFD) unit for the irrigation pump station. The VFD will reduce wear on the pumps and can save a 
considerable amount of money in electrical costs.   
 
Staffing 
 
It is my understanding that the golf course currently employs three full-time maintenance 
employees (a superintendent, an assistant, and a mechanic) as well as a number of seasonal 
employees. Typically, we see a fairly low-level of productivity and a high rate of turnover with 
seasonal employees, so it can often be advantageous to replace two or three part-time seasonal 
employees with one more highly-trained, full-time employee.  As a full-time employee, this individual 
would be able to complete tasks which a seasonal employee can’t, including chemical applications 
and irrigation troubleshooting.  In addition, this employee should be more productive and more 
familiar with the requirements of the golf course and, benefits aside, that adjustment should result 
in some savings and increased level of course conditioning.   
 
Ensuring Consistent Playing Conditions through Agronomic Practices 
 
The initial impression of Bradford Creek is very favorable.  The drive to the golf course, the 
clubhouse, and the pro-shop facilities are very nice.   
 
The course has a spacious routing with good sightlines.  Overall, the condition of the golf course is 
quite good.  The putting surfaces are exceptional – the best we have seen all year in touring 
courses nationally.   
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These assets can be leveraged to produce an appropriate value-based public golf experience in 
Greenville. 
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Step 6 – Operations & Marketing 
 
Key Benchmarks 
 
Knowing who your customers are, their spending preferences, and their playing frequency is 
fundamental to maximizing your net income, increasing your operational efficiency, and enhancing 
your customer service.  This knowledge is the essential foundation for a meaningful marketing 
program.  Without this information, most golf courses greatly minimize their revenue opportunities. 
 
A leading golf course management company5 that serves more than 100 public golf courses has 
identified certain predictable characteristics: 
 

1) A golf course, on average, has 8,000 distinct customers, from a minimum of 3,500 to a 
maximum of 11,000.   

2) 10% to 20% of those customers are “initiators” and make the tee time. 
3) 50% of those customers play the course only once per year. 
4) 50% of those who play will not return the next year. 
5) Only 13% will play six or more times. 
6) Customers average six rounds played at a specific course per year.  
7) 20% of a golf course’s wallet share will come from core golfers who play 40 rounds per 

year.  
8) Customers become at risk of not returning when they haven’t played your course in 90 

days. 
9) The response rate from customers offered a 20% off coupon, a 10% off coupon, or 

merely receiving acknowledgement that they are missed is nearly the same. 
 
It is fair to conjecture that golfers at the City of Greenville have comparable profiles, except that this 
golf course probably serves only 4,000 distinct customers annually.   
 
However, because the POS system is not properly utilized, measuring any of the key metrics is not 
possible at this time. 
 
By the proper adoption of technology, BCGC will be able to engage in Customer Franchise Analysis 
to identify retained customers, defectors, and new acquisitions.  Targeted messages to appropriate 
golfer segments can be automatically created and delivered monthly.  (Note: as a general rule of 
thumb, a course should only send an email to its entire list of golfers two or three times per month.) 
 
Implementation of pro-active marketing will greatly boost revenues for BCGC.   
 
 
 

                                                 
5 Peter Hill, Billy Greenville Golf Management, “Programming for Profit,” February 4, 2009 presented at NGCOA Multi-
Users Conference. 
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The Assembly Line of Golf 
 
From the time an individual contemplates playing golf to the time that golfer leaves the golf course, 
there are a number of touch points through which the customer experience is defined, as 
highlighted below:  
 

 
 
Our review of BCGC indicated that each customer touch point has the opportunity to enhance 
customer service.  The fundamental challenge from which nearly all golf course customer problems 
emanate is the poor positioning of the clubhouse and its interior layout.   

 
The customer’s first impressions when entering BCGC is very positive, as pictured:  
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Unfortunately, that positive image is not carried throughout the experience.  The front entrance 
door has a repetitive message regarding the dress code and looks cluttered.  There are 12 different 
messages posted on the front door.  Do you think any customer reads them? 
 
Management and staff often forget, because they see these eyesores daily, the impression made 
on the first-time customer and the conclusions they reach as to the customer experience at this 
place.   
 
There are many other customer service issues:  the container holding the range balls is broken, the 
area for washing the balls is also by the front entrance with the tournament score board.  It 
provides an unsightly first impression. 
 
The lighted range is a great asset and generates over 12% of the revenue of the facility’s revenue, 
which is beyond national benchmarks.   
 
The putting green is a prized treasure, though the location of the short green practice facility at the 
end of the range renders a prized asset vastly underutilized.  
 
While playing the golf course, one can see that it has great potential, but in the collage of 
photographs that follow, it is clear that the asset is begging for capital repair. 
 
Presented below is a collage of the “golf experience,” and the question as to whether the 
customers are receiving value is evident.   
 
Do these pictures seem to say that rounds are down because of location, oversupply in the 
Greenville market, or the golf experience is inferior for the price charged? 
  

 
 
 
 

Hidden bunkers              
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Broken Cart Sign             Another hidden bunker 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Porta-potties:  the bane of women                                                          Cart path challenges      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cracked cart path                                                          Hidden bunker on 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11th Hole Tee Sign Missing            12th Fairway poor turf 
 
The good news is that the vast majority of the items cited, except for the bunkers, can be repaired 
for less than $15,000.  The potential exists, if the investment is made, to render Bradford Creek 
competitive with other public golf courses.  
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Step 7 - Customer Survey 
 
Creating an operational review requires a clear understanding of the golf industry and the unique 
characteristics that define the sport.   
 
Presented below are some statistics regarding golf in the United States provided by the National 
Golf Foundation: 
 

 There are 26.2 million golfers in the United States.    
 

 36.7 million Americans are golf participants, defined as anyone ages 5 and above who 
either played a round of golf or visited a golf practice facility. 

 
 More than 45 percent of golfers (11.9 million) are between the ages of 18 and 39.  

Seniors (ages 50 and over) comprise another 33 percent, or 8.6 million. 
 

 There are 5.76 million female golfers; they represent 22 percent of all golfers.  And 6.1 
million juniors play golf. 
 

 There are 15,677 golf facilities, 11,637 of which are open to the public.  
 

 The golf handicap for a male is 16.1, representing a score of 92.  For women, the average 
handicap is 28.9, representing a score of 110.  The average scores have changed very 
little over the years. 

 
In conducting a management and operational review, it is invaluable to obtain a current perspective 
of the customer database by identifying customers’ ages, genders, net incomes, ethnicities, playing 
frequency, favorite golf courses, and price point barriers.  The key point being measured is the 
opportunity to increase current market share. 
 
We conducted a survey of the golfers in the City of Greenville 
 
The survey remained open for 10 days, from a survey sample size of 1,227 email addresses 
provided by Bradford Creek Golf Course, from a posting on the City’s Web site, and from an email to 
the members at Brook Valley and Greenville Country Club.  In that over the sample size exceeded 
2,000 invited to respond, we are left with a 90% confidence factor with a margin of error on the 
results of 5% +- based on the 712 responses received.  The completion rate for those starting the 
survey was 86%, an acceptable average that suggests the survey was well-constructed.  
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Who Is the Bradford Creek Golfer? 
 
The geographic local market analysis performed in Step 1 of the Golf Convergence WIN™ formula 
indicated that the City of Greenville’s golfers were likely to be Caucasian, slightly older, and with 
above-average income.  The survey confirmed that fact.   
The respondents average 50.0 years of age, have median household incomes of $103,906 (nearly 
275% higher than the average income of a Greenville resident), are 88.7% male and 92% 
Caucasian, and play 37.6 rounds annually on 7 different golf courses.  Note that Greenville CC 
respondents averaged 52.4 years of age, have median household incomes of $138,411, are 
90.0% male, and play 45.4 rounds annually, also on 7 different golf courses.   
 
What Do Golfers Like about Bradford Creek Golf Club? 
 
The golfers were asked to rate 16 attributes of BCGC.  What always surprises us about these 
surveys is that the golfers always get it right.  Presented below is a comparison of these factors: 
 

 
 
The friendliness of the staff, tee time availability, and the quality of the practice facility rated high.  
The bunkers, food and beverage service, on-course services, and pace of play were rated as 
deficient.  Our professional opinion is consistent with that of the respondents. 
 
What Is Important? 
 
When asked, “What factors are important to you in selecting one course over another?” the results 
of the City of Greenville survey were consistent with other surveys conducted by Golf Convergence 
and by leading trade organizations such as the Golf Course Superintendents Association of 
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America.  Positive impressions of conditioning and value (price/experience delivered) predict 
success, as shown below: 
 

 
 
Regarding those items that ranked low as criteria in selecting one course over another, the fact that 
social connections ranked last is no surprise.  That has ranked low on every survey performed by 
Golf Convergence.  However, the clubhouse amenities and the availability of practice facilities are 
of note.  While BCGC has a fine short-game area, it is at the end of the range, and it is inaccessible 
and inconvenient for the majority of patrons. 
 
Since a large part of the "experience" equation is the conditioning of the golf course, it should be no 
surprise that it ranks as the most important criterion in selecting a golf course.  Of concern is the 
fact that the survey respondents ranked “price” as the 2nd most important criterion for choosing 
what course to play.  The temptation is to lower prices.  Such a trade-off is perilous, as noted in the 
chart below: 
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Decrease in Price Number of Additional Rounds 
Required to Offset Discount 

5% 5.26% 
10% 11.11% 
15% 17.65% 
20% 25.00% 
25% 33.33% 
30% 42.86% 
35% 53.85% 
40% 66.67% 
45% 81.82% 
50% 100.00% 

 
Despite many survey respondents asking for lower prices, discounting makes little economic sense, 
as the golf course only achieves 50% yield on the rack rate advertised.  Considering that the 
median household income reported is $103,906, a rate increase could easily be absorbed by the 
constituents to help fund the capital investment sought.   
 
The median household income levels of the respondents suggest that rates should be raised; 
affordability, while feigned as a challenge by the golfer, is not really the issue.  From the chart 
below, one will note that if prices were increased, rounds would fall and produce the same gross 
revenue: 
 

 
 
A dominant topic of this review was that, now that the golf course has been absorbed by the 
general fund, there should be a differential between resident and non-resident rates.  The chart 
below highlights the number of customers that reside with Greenville City limits. 
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With 42% of current patrons being non-residents, there is a justified hesitancy to raise rates, 
fearing that a lower number of rounds will exceed the incremental revenue earned. 
 
As a corollary to the examination of issues important to golfer, we measured attitudes about 
whether they believed that Bradford Creek should be a fiscally sustainability entity.  The golfers 
indicated that the golf course should be subsidized to the extent of 7% of the gross revenue 
realized, as shown below:   
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The real challenge was to determine what the barriers to increased play are.  With BCGC at 27% 
utilization compared to the national average of 51%, as highlighted in the financial benchmarks, 
BCGC is more likely to become sustainable by increasing revenue than by reducing expenses.  
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While course conditioning, (such as bunkers) was a recurring them, “no barriers” is a troubling 
factor because it is uncontrollable.   With respect to price, it is our professional opinion that as 
value is provided to the golfer through improvement of the course, higher green fees will be 
accepted and paid.  
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Step 8 - Customer Franchise Analysis 
 
The customer franchise analysis (CFA) provides operators with the first tool to win the share-of-
golfer battle caused by the current oversupply environment in many markets.  The CFA leverages 
information in the operator’s point-of-sale (POS) or electronic tee sheet system to understand and 
target key customer groups regarding financial metrics.  The CFA measures customer franchise 
health, such as the number of unique guests acquired, retained, and lost, as well as the spending 
level of each group down to the individual customer level. 
 
In undertaking this operational review, a golf course must identify core customers, spending 
patterns, customer retention, turnover frequency of golfers, zip code distribution, course utilization, 
revenue per available tee time, and revenue per tee time purchased.  These critical metrics have 
not been created for BCGC.  Our analysis revealed that only 22% of the salient customer 
information was being captured within the POS system.   
 
In the survey conducted, we filtered out the loyalty of current customers at BCGC from the 
perceptions of members of the Greenville CC.  With a national average being 26, the BCGC loyalty 
score was a very encouraging 70.3., as noted below: 
 

 
 
While that rating from current customers is very high, the loyalty ranking provided by members at 
Greenville CC was very low at negative 42%, as shown below:  
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Note:  “Promoter Score” is a term to measure the loyalty of customers to a 
facility. Are they “promoters” of that enterprise?  The national average is 
26.  A negative score represents that the facility has more detractors than 
loyal customers. 

 
Changing the perceived image of BCGC in the Greenville marketplace will be essential if 
incremental growth in revenue is to be achieved.  If there is any positive to be taken from 
such a low ranking, the Greenville members ranked Bradford Creek the highest among the 
public golf courses.  Understandably, those members have a strong preference for private 
clubs versus public facilities.   

 
Why are those loyalty share numbers important?  Loyalty correlates to wallet share, and the 
percentage of wallet share a course receives from its golfers is a highly predictive factor of success.  
Higher wallet share equals higher revenue equals higher net income.  Wallet share represents the 
percentage of a golfer’s money spent at each golf course versus the total amount spent annually by 
the golfer. 
 
It is much easier to attract a greater wallet share of an existing customer through building loyalty 
than it is to attract a new customer to the golf course.  Promoters refer five golfers per year to the 
facility, while strong detractors can provide up to five negative references. 
 
In our professional opinion, the City’s current annual loss is largely attributable to:  1) 
uncontrollable factors – demographics, oversupply of golf courses, and course location; and 2) the 
experience currently offered.  The insights provided from this survey reinforced the 
recommendation contained here regarding the allocation of capital resources 
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Summary – A Community Asset of Costly Potential 
 
Operational review for BCGC necessitated the evaluation of the potential of the facility, the future 
investment required, the highest and best use of the property, and whether the experience offered 
to golfers was consistent; all of these were evaluated with the goal of creating a plan designed to 
assure the creation of a financially self-sustaining entity.  Our evaluation of the BCGC golf course 
concluded that challenges exist, as noted below:    
 
 

Project BCGC 

Strategic   

Vision  - Competitive Mix   

Demographics 

Weather - Recent 

Tactical   

POS/TTRS   

Web Site   

Financial   

Operational   

Course Layout   

Agronomic    

Deferred Capital   

Clubhouse   

Range/Short Game   

Food and Beverage   

Tournament/Outing Site   

Parking   

Golf Playing Preferences   

Customer Loyalty   
Key:    
Red – negative 

   Yellow – neutral 
   Green – positive 
 
BCGC is in need of capital and is likely to see short-term operational losses.  Thus, the City Council 
members must decide to what extent they are willing to subsidize, in the short-term, a recreational 
asset utilized by a small minority of the population, a minority that has the financial resources to 
enjoy golf and whose need is adequately met in the Greenville community by private enterprise.   
 
The long-term hope is that the golf course, because of the superior course layout, can once again 
attract regional participation that will ensure that the course becomes a tangible asset of economic 
value and an intangible asset that enhances the brand image of the City of Greenville. 
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APPENDIX A –Research Performed 
 
Scope of Work 
 
The City of Greenville was seeking to complete a management and operational review of the 
Bradford Creek Golf Club course, pictured below:  
 

 
 
The conclusions contained in this report have been reached based on the evaluation of the 
following: 
 

 Geographical Local Market Analysis 
 Weather Playable Days review 
 Technology adoption 
 Financial Statements 
 Architectural review of physical layout and condition of golf course 
 Capital improvement needs 
 Competitive review of courses 
 Fee structures 
 Management systems and alternatives 
 Golfer survey 

 
The analysis also included a review of the market and the financial performance of the course, as 
well as an analysis of national, regional, and local trends in public golf, including supply and 
demand.   
 
Attached to this report are the research and data that support the conclusions presented. 
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The chart below summarizes the research from which the conclusions and recommendations in this 
report were formed.  This data was presented to the City of Greenville as a supplement to this 
report.  
 

Task Document Date 

Step 1 - City of Greenville - Geographic Local Market  Analysis Power Point 9/5/2012 

Step 1 - City of Greenville - Geographic Local Market  Analysis Excel 9/21/2012 

Step 1 –NGF Golf Demand Report: 10 20 30 Miles Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 1 -  NGF Golf Supply Report  Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 1 – NGF Facility Report: 10 20 30 Miles Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 1 – Tactician Demographic Trend Report Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 1 – Tactician Income and Disposable Income Report Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 1 – Tactician MOSAIC Comparative Population Report Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 1 - Tactician Population Greater than 18:  10 20 30 Miles Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 2 - Weather Trends International Playable Days Report Adobe Acrobat 9/21/2012 

Step 2 - Playable Day Analysis vs. Management Performance Excel 9/24/2012 

Step 4 - Financial Comparison to National - State Benchmarks Excel 10/22/2012 

Step 4 - 2010 - 2011 Operating Statistics Review Excel 10/22/2012 

Step 5B – Agronomic Review – Kevin Norby Adobe Acrobat 10/23/2012 

Step 5C – Golf Course Master Plan Adobe Acrobat 11/8/2012 

Step 6A - Competitive Course Review :  Bradford Creek Adobe Acrobat 10/23/2012 

Step 6B - Competitive Course Review :  Bradford Creek Competitors – 8 
golf courses 

Adobe Acrobat 10/24/12 
12/3/2012 

Step 7A – City of Greenville Customer Survey Adobe Acrobat 11/8/2012 

Step 7B – City of Greenville Raw Data Files - - Survey Summary Microsoft Excel 12/3/2012 

Step 8 -  Bradford Creek Patron Customer Loyalty Analysis Power Point 12/3/2012 

 
This analysis also included review of: 

 
1. 2011 Consolidated Annual Financial Report for City of Greenville 

 
2. 2011 – 2012 Historical Data, by G/L account code, for Bradford Creek  

 
3. 2011 – 2012 financial data by line item – unaudited  

 
4. Meeting with City staff and Golf Course Management to discuss questions/issues arising 

from review of above  
 

5. Identifying any contractual or use-permit compliance issues.   
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6. Preparing findings and recommendations, including plan for financing improvements and 

achieving financial stability 
 

7. Conducting site visits on October 21 - 24, 2012 and December 2 – 4, 2012 
 
It is our hope that this operational review achieves the goal of aligning common interests. 
 
Limitations of Study and Caveats 
 
This management and operational review  has taken many twists and turns, and although this is 
not unusual, they have created some unanticipated challenges, including the following: 
 

 The City has not created a strategic business plan for the golf course, so the vision for 
the facility isn’t defined.   
 

 The facility’s adoption of technology, including meaningful customer tracking, is lacking.  
A thorough yield-management analysis to determine the revenue potential of the facility 
is therefore restricted in scope. 

 
 The political environment, with strong insistence on maintaining unreasonably low 

season pass fees, effectively constrains the magnitude of prudent investment that will 
be required to produce a sustainable financial return.  
 

 The Clubhouse is architecturally challenged.  The associated third-party lease for food 
and beverage is not being renewed upon the conclusion of the 2012 golf season.  These 
issues present some unique ongoing operational challenges that are beyond the scope 
of this limited golf course review.  The ability of the City to successfully resolve these 
operational issues will have a direct impact on the sustainability of the golf course.  
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APPENDIX B:  How a Management and Operational Review Relates to a Strategic Plan? 
 
This management and operational review aims to objectively and rationally uncover the strengths 
and weaknesses of the existing business or proposed venture, opportunities and threats presented 
to the Bradford Creek Golf Course, the resources required to carry through, and ultimately the 
prospects for success. 
 
In its simplest terms, the two criteria to judge feasibility are 1) cost required and 2) value to be 
attained.   
 
As such, a well-designed management and operational  review should provide the historical 
background of the business or project, a description of the product or service, accounting 
statements, details of the operations and management, marketing research, policies, financial 
data, legal requirements, and tax obligations.   
 
A management and operational review is the precursor to the development of a strategic plan, 
which is a written document that defines a golf course’s future direction.  It is a beacon with which 
elected officials, the facility’s lessee, management and staff of the golf course, golfers, and the 
taxpayers can see the value proposition for the enterprise.  A strategic plan provides a consensus 
for future direction, one that can be measured and evaluated.  
 
Without a defined management and operational review, effective tactical plans cannot be 
developed.  Without tactical plans, efficient operational execution cannot occur.   
 
This guidepost for the implementation of the strategic plan is an understanding of the value 
provided to the customer.  To the extent that the experience exceeds the price, value is created and 
customer loyalty is developed.  Conversely, to the extent that the price exceeds the experience 
created, value is squandered and customer attrition occurs. 
 
Value in golf derives from two basic components shared by all golf courses: the physical 
infrastructure - property, plant, and equipment (the course, the clubhouse, and maintenance 
equipment); and secondly, the human element – the personnel.  
 
How these resources are applied determines the experience created, as depicted below:  
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While the creation of a new strategic plan for the BCGC was beyond the scope of this analysis, 
understanding the facility’s role within the community of providing a leisure-based entertainment 
experience was fundamental to determining the feasibility of the proposed options available for the 
golf course. 
 
The Role of Government in Golf 
 
Golf started in North America in the late 1880’s.  Access was largely through private country clubs.   
 
Because of the origins of the game within the U.S. as private and club-based, municipalities filled 
the void for the public by building golf courses as part of their Parks and Recreation programs.  The 
need for municipalities to continue to operate golf courses has been largely eliminated by the 
evolution of daily fee golf courses – those open to the public via private enterprise—which became 
a significant factor starting in the 1960’s, as illustrated below: 
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The current debate:  Is providing golf to citizens an essential function of government?   
 
The role of government is to provide those essential services to a society, services that could not 
otherwise be provided efficiently or effectively by private enterprise.  Hence, police, fire, water, 
sanitation, and highways are usually within the bailiwick of government.  But if a need of the 
citizens is adequately met by private enterprise, should the government provide that service if it is 
not essential to the health and welfare of its citizens? 
 
It is impractical for a government to sustain losses from the operation of a golf course to serve a 
small portion of the electorate.    
 
The Organizational Structure of Municipal Golf 
 
Municipal golf courses serve various constituencies, including:  City of Greenville City Council, 
Management/Staff, Golfers, and ultimately, Taxpayers. 
 
The mission statement of a municipal golf course can range from generating the largest possible 
return on investment to merely creating a value-based recreational opportunity, or alternatively, 
catering to the perceived needs of niche groups.  Some golf courses also emphasize the value of 
teaching core values to young golfers.  
 
The national brand image of municipal golf courses often gets a bad rap, especially those facilities 
viewed as an entry door to the game, which often are downtrodden and ill-kept.   
 
Such is not the case at BCGC.  Both management and staff are dedicated, hardworking, and 
passionate about creating value.  But decision-making in response to the uncontrollable factors 
reported, as well as the lack of resources, often impairs their ability to execute.  
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With that considered, the real organization chart for most municipal golf courses is as follows: 
 

 
 
With this understanding of the macroeconomic factors prevalent in our nation, the microeconomic 
influences affecting the local golf course, and the current political, economic, and financial 
environment observed in the City of Greenville, this much is clear— if the City is to provide golf, it 
must do so in a way that ensures that the golf course is financially self-sustaining and free from 
general fund support. 
 
Two beacons of hope for the future of golf suggest that perhaps in the intermediate, and maybe 
even in the long term, BCGC might be viable. 
 
First, on November 16, 2011, the National Golf Foundation reported that there are positive 
developments that suggest the golf industry has reached some balance, as noted below: 
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Second, municipalities, recognizing that labor expenses and the associated fringe benefits are the 
source of many of their financial challenges in operating golf courses, are seeking privatization of 
those operations.  By December, 2011, 43% of all municipal golf courses had privatized.   
 
Of concern for the City of Greenville is that fringe benefits exceed 40% of base salary.  National 
management companies could introduce economics of scale to the operation; however, their 
threshold remains at $1 million in current revenue.  The opportunity to privatize to a regional 
operator remains viable. 
 
Global perspectives on the economy and the micro-economic forces impacting the golf industry 
provide the appropriate framework by which an understanding of the recommendations contained 
within this report is made.  
 
Global Perspectives – Current Economic Outlook 
 
Golf is a recreational sport that consumes the disposable income of its patrons.  Golf competes for 
the entertainment dollars of its consumers. 
 
The financial prosperity of golf is indirectly correlated to the world economy.  To measure the impact 
of current economic conditions on the golf industry, in April, 2010, the National Golf Foundation 
(NGF) included at its annual symposium a presentation titled, “Economic and Capital Markets at 
Home and Overseas.”6   
 
The speaker, Chris Holling, Vice President of IHS Global Insight, presented the case that the U.S. 
economy was at a crossroads.  Negative factors included high unemployment, reduced asset 
values, tight credit, and high debt burdens.  Countering those factors are real income growth, low 
inflation, low interest rates, and the stock market rally.  
 
The net result of those factors becomes reflected in the U.S. GDP growth rate, as highlighted below:  

                                                 
6 IHS Global Insight, “Economic and Capital Markets and Homes and Overseas,” April 29, 2010, Slide 4 
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Of great concern is that the economy is considered at full employment when unemployment is 4%.  
Unemployment is expected to exceed 7.5% for the next three years.  That factor alone has a 
significant impact on consumer confidence and on the average disposable income available for 
recreation and entertainment. 
 

 
 
Another important economic measure is the Consumer Confidence Index.  Presented below is the 
U.S. consumer confidence index, sourced from the Conference Board, Inc.: 
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Looking ahead, consumers are more optimistic that business conditions, employment prospects, 
and their financial situations will continue to get better.  While consumers are in a somewhat more 
upbeat mood, it is too soon to tell if this is a rebound from earlier declines or a sustainable shift in 
attitudes.  While consumer confidence improves, it remains far below the levels achieved a decade 
ago. 
 
Why is consumer confidence important?  Since golf is a recreational activity that consumes 
disposable per capita income, the higher consumer confidence is, the greater is the probability that 
entertainment activities, such as golf, will be sustainable.    
 
Analysis of National Trends in Public Golf, including Supply and Demand 
 
All economic forecasts from leading industry research groups forecast a “flat industry” for the 
foreseeable future.  For the next decade, the sport is likely to remain at 25 to 30 million 
participants, and revenue growth will only come from market share increases (stealing your 
competitors’ customers) or price increases.   
 
Those conclusions are reached based on overall golfer trends, as reflected below: 
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The net decrease of 1.4 million golfers from 2009 to 2011 included 5.2 million golfers who left the 
game; their numbers were not offset by the 1.8 million beginners and the 2.0 million former golfers 
who returned to the sport.   
 
Since 1990, the growth in the number of golf courses is up 24%, while the number of golfers has 
increased only 16%.  As a result, rounds played at each golf course have fallen from 40,400 in 
1990 to 31,303 today.  During this same period, while the number of golfers has fallen 9.2%, 
rounds volume has fallen 2.7%. 
 
Today’s supply imbalance is attributable to the golf courses opened during the ‘60’s and the ‘90’s, 
as reflected below: 
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For the past seven years, and for the first time in history, more U.S. courses have closed than 
opened, as evidenced in the following chart: 
 

 
 
Thus, the largest contributing influences are “uncontrollable factors” at a national level, and a quick 
reversal is not likely.  And there are no foreseeable changes which will provide the City of Greenville 
the opportunity to grow its golf course operation based on a surge in demand or a dramatic 
reduction of supply.   
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In 2009, The National Golf Foundation published an extensive study on “The Future of Public Golf 
in America,”7 which cited that 15% of golf courses rated their financial health as extremely poor.  Of 
those golf courses, 56% of daily fee golf courses were considering closing and selling, and 26% of 
municipal golf courses were evaluating the same alternatives.  Uniformly, with rounds and revenue 
off, losses had increased, maintenance standards were deteriorating, capital investments were 
deferred, and discounting practices were being used to boost rounds.  The City of Greenville has 
experienced the same situations. 
 
As a result, the NGF concluded the golf courses most at risk8 were: 
 

 Facilities with lower price points  
 

 Alternative facilities 
 

 Facilities in less-populated areas 
 
BCGC, being located in a less populated area, is at risk of closing, even though its green fee ($22) 
and cart fee ($12) are below the national average of $40 for an 18-hole prime time green fee with 
cart. 
 
The NGF study further revealed significant differences between how successful golf courses were 
operating in contrast to those courses that were financially challenged.  These differences are 
reflected below:9 
 

 

                                                 
7 National Golf Foundation, “The Future of Public Golf in America,” April 22, 2009, Slides 1 -43. 
8 National Golf Foundation, “The Future of Public Golf in America,” April 22, 2009, Slide 21. 
9 National Golf Foundation, “The Future of Public Golf in America,” April 22, 2009, Slide 26. 
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Maintaining customer databases, engaging in email marketing, and publishing newsletters are 
additional traits of successful facilities that have been widely recognized over the years.  While the 
City of Greenville doesn’t fully engage in such activities, these missing marketing activities increase 
its risk of failure.  Fortunately, Information Systems Technology systems are in place at BCGC, so 
these deficiencies are correctable.  
 
The Business of Golf – Balancing Demand and Supply 
 
In theory, business is actually very simple.  It is simply balancing supply against demand.  By 
establishing the price that correctly balances the value delivered commensurate with market 
demand, net income is maximized.   
 
Business can be made very complicated.  The permutations of operating a successful golf course 
increase quickly when one considers the factors that impact supply (the number of golf courses) or 
those factors that affect demand (course conditioning, price, weather, service, and customer 
demographics and preferences). 
 
In a perfect market, customers purchase products that satisfy their needs or desires for prices they 
determine to be the best value.  Golfers purchase a round of golf for the price that creates the 
social status they seek, for the networking they want to achieve, for convenience to home or 
business, and for the recreational and leisure experience. 
 
Unfortunately, capitalism is not about perfect markets.  Inadequate information, undisciplined 
decision making, and government intervention can create aggregate failure.  The essence of 
capitalism is for the successful entrepreneur to gain a strategic advantage over competitors within 
an imperfect market. 
 
The goal of the golf course owner should be to blend the following triad:  
 

1) Superlative information 
 

2) Disciplined decision making 
 

3) Crisp execution 
 
But that first component, superlative information, starts with an understanding of the breadth and 
depth of the golf industry.   
 
An understanding of macroeconomics as it relates to supply and demand and the underlying 
performance, structure, and behavior of the golf industry creates the essential perspective 
necessary to craft an operational review as part of an operational analysis for which this study was 
commissioned.  In the previous pages, we have examined macroeconomic supply and demand 
changes, but it is necessary to take a microeconomic perspective regarding demand. 
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A Closer Look at Demand – What Is the Profile of a Golfer? 
 
In 1899, when 307 golf courses existed in the United States, Thorstein Veblen, the author of The 
Theory of the Leisure Class, expressed his opinion that golf was a game in which individuals 
participated to demonstrate their conspicuous consumption of leisure10.  In essence, individuals 
were attracted to the sport to demonstrate their superior financial position and to flaunt their lack 
of need for work as America transitioned from an agrarian to an industrial society.   
 
From that meager beginning, golf in the United States has grown to a $24.8 billion industry in which 
26 million golfers play 463 million rounds while frequenting 15,882 facilities.  
 
Despite that growth, more than 110 years later, golf has not lost its elitist brand.  Two-thirds of golf 
rounds are played by those with a household income of at least $85,500, and whose median age is 
41.9.  The national median household income is $51,618, with a median age of 37.1.  For every 
round played in the U.S. by someone who is Hispanic or African American, Caucasians play seven 
rounds.  For every round played by a female, men play 5.1 rounds.  The fact that Generation Y is 
playing 58% less than baby boomers is hardly the foundation for an industry hoping for dynamic 
growth. 
 
The harsh economic environment, combined with adverse weather during the past several years, 
particularly in Greenville, has contributed to the fact that golf is a struggling industry in which the 
supply of facilities exceeds demand.  Over the past six years, 358.5 more U.S. courses have closed 
than opened.  We forecast that 1,659 U.S. facilities will close in order to balance the industry.   
 
The financial health of the business of golf can be measured by many numbers.  Three of the most 
effective are the relationship between the number of golf courses, the number of golfers, and the 
number of rounds played.  Many factors influence those three components.  
 
In order to compute the number of golfers and the number of rounds, we first need to define 
“golfer.”  The National Golf Foundation defines a “golfer” as an individual, age 6 or older, who 
played at least one round in the past year.  “Core golfers” are defined as those adults 18 or older 
who play between eight and 24 rounds per year.  The term “avid golfer” is used for those golfers 
who play more than 24 rounds per year.  Other industry research groups use “12 years or older” as 
the benchmark for what constitutes a golfer.  Again, the golf industry’s methods of gathering 
statistics are not standardized.  
 
Another term that causes much debate is “round.”  When you play a “round,” have you played nine 
or 18 holes?  The most common use of the word “round” merely means “a start.”  In other words, a 
golfer teed off on at least one hole.   
 

                                                 
10 Thorstein Veblen, Theory of the Leisure Class (Oxford, Oxford University Press), 1899. http:// 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Theory_of_the_Leisure_Class.  
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With the term “golfer” now defined, a further analysis reveals that the game of golf is all of the 
following: 
 

1) Golf is a game of the aging population.  
 

2) Golf is a game of the wealthy. 
 

3) Golf’s growth is constrained by the time-crunched nature of our society. 
 
As has been demonstrated in economic surveys conducted throughout the world, golf thrives in 
cities where the population is aging.  Over 68% of all golf rounds are played by those older than 43 
years of age, as reflected below: 
 

 
 
The City of Greenville’s population is 13% younger than the national average. And not only is golf a 
game whose participants are aging, golf is also a game of the wealthy, and the sport is clearly losing 
its middle-class appeal, as reflected below: 
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The fact that golf is an elitist game is clearly demonstrated with the statistic that indicates that 
those with incomes of less than $34,999 play only 3.45 rounds per year, while those with incomes 
greater than $75,000 play 431% more, or 14.89 rounds per year.  Golf is clearly losing its middle-
class appeal, and it appeals to primarily Caucasians, as highlighted below: 
 

. 
 
Further complicating the challenges for Bradford Creek, the median household income within 30 
miles of the golf course is 36% above national averages -- $38,101 contrasted to the national 
median household income of $51,618.  Those statistics indicate a negative market potential for 
BCGC. 
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All of this begs the question as to why golf is not more popular among the young, middle, and 
working classes.   
 
First, the game is difficult to learn, and if you’re not very good at it, it isn’t a lot of fun.  Second, the 
cost to even begin playing is high—clubs, shoes, golf balls.  It’s not uncommon to invest at least 
$500 to more than $3,000 to start.  Third, a round of golf consumes the better part of a day.  
Fourth, the attitude present in many male-dominated pro shops creates a harsh and unfriendly 
environment for many women.  Finally, many golf course personnel believe that they are 
“members” of the club, not “workers” at the club. 
 
While the demand/supply imbalance bodes poorly for golf, such imbalance masks a more subtle 
and pervading problem that is retarding the growth of the game.  That problem is the significant 
change in the demographics of how our society functions in the United States.  Sociologists track 
seven major categories to determine the nature of a society, some of which are technology 
(medicine, computers), social trends (reduced social conformity), and demographics (baby boomers 
and Gen X).  
 
Within the seven categories, when three or more become altered significantly, society changes.  
That is what has occurred during the past seven years.  Labeled the “time crunch,” societal 
changes include the following: 
 

‘  
 
The time crunch, in which 50% of all families are divorced and 80% of existing families have dual 
wage earners, has completely redefined the concept of leisure.   
 
In undertaking this operational review for the City of Greenville, we asked, "What are the primary 
barriers to playing golf?”  The survey results are outlined below: 
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The survey results are not encouraging.  “Time” and “No Barriers” are uncontrollable factors that 
will have a negative impact on the golf course’s future potential.  The survey for the City of 
Greenville also confirmed that the individuals who utilize the golf course mirror the national 
demographic trends regarding number of golf courses played and playing frequency 
 
The factors of golf’s lessening popularity and changes within our societal framework have created 
the downward environment that BCGC has experienced recently. 


